Application of a fed-batch system to produce RNA by in vitro transcription.
A novel fed-batch method is presented for the production of RNA by in vitro transcription performed in a stirred-cell reactor with pH-controlled addition of reaction components. Solution equilibrium analysis is applied to determine the ratios of feed components (including nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs), magnesium salt, and base) which allow the desired NTP concentrations, free magnesium concentration, and pH to be maintained during the reaction. Results are presented for fed-batch and batch reactions performed with two DNA templates encoding a 12mer RNA and a 38mer RNA. For the dodecamer RNA, the fed-batch mode is only modestly better than batch reactions, with no significant increase in the efficiency of NTP incorporation but with 40% improvement in the amount of RNA produced per unit of polymerase or DNA. For the 38mer, fed-batch transcription provides a substantial increase in the efficiency of NTP incorporation and 100% improvement in the production of RNA per unit of polymerase or DNA. Cost analyses are presented which show how optimal NTP concentrations in batch and fed-batch reactions will be dependent on the relative costs of NTPs, T7 RNA polymerase, and DNA templates for the particular application. The use of a fed-batch mode appears to have the potential for substantial improvement in the economics of RNA production for at least some RNA sequences.